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Abstract. A semi-empirical model was developed which forms shrub geometries from

distinct fuel elements (e.g. leaves) and describes flame spread from element to element.
Ignition, flame growth and flame decay patterns were based on combustion data of sin-
gle leaves. Extension of the model to various heating conditions was achieved by scaling
the flame growth parameters using physics-based heat transfer models. The resulting

model offers a novel approach to examine fire spread and to explicitly describe both dis-
tinct fuel elements and fire behavior. This approach balances computational speed and
modeling detail while providing a unique perspective into fire spread phenomena. Com-

parisons of the tuned model to fire spread behavior measured in an open-roofed wind
tunnel benchmarked the model’s ability to simulate fire spread in manzanita shrubs.
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List of symbols

English letter symbols

A Pre-exponential factor

Ac;local Cross-sectional area normal to the flame axis affected by heat release

Ac Cross-sectional area

Aface Two-sided face area of a leaf

B Experimentally determined flame merging constant

cw1
Concentration of water at location 1

cw2
Concentration of water at location 2

cp;dry Specific heat of dry leaf mass

cp;gas Specific heat of passing gases

cp;water Specific heat of water

cp Specific heat

df Downward flame extension (below leaf)

DS Drying diffusivity of water in wood

E Activation energy

g Gravitational constant

h1 Flame height of a solitary flame

hf Flame height of a leaf

hf ;group Collective flame height of a group of flames

hf ;max Maximum flame height

hf ;max;0 Maximum flame height at base conditions (same value as hf ;max)
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hf ;max;F Maximum flame height at fire spread scenario
�hL Average heat convection coefficient for length L

k Thermal conductivity

l Leaf length

L1 Flame length of a solitary flame

Lf Merged flame length for some flame configuration

Lm Fully-merged flame length (no separation between flames)

m0;w Initial mass of water

mdry Oven-dry mass

mwater Mass of water remaining in a leaf

MC Moisture content (oven-dried basis)

nfuels Number of fuel elements (i.e. leaves)

N Number of flames

N� Number of flames meeting meeting distance criterion for merging

NuL Average Nusselt number over length L

Pr Prandtl number

qconv Convective heat transfer (units of power)

qevap Heat of vaporization of water (units of power)

qrad Radiation heat transfer (units of power)

rf Flame radius

R Universal gas constant

RT Thermal flux ratio

ReL Reynolds number

S Separation distance (gap width) between flames

Ŝ Normalized separation between flames in three dimensions

tbo Burnout time (from start of heating)

tburn Shrub burn time (from first ignition to last extinction)

tend;0 End time determined by physics-based model for base condition

tend;F End time determined by physics-based model for fire spread scenario

th Time of maximum flame height (from start of heating)

tig Time of ignition (from start of heating)

tx;0 Flame times (e.g. tig or th) at base condition, where x indicates ig, h, or bo

tx;F Flame times at fire spread scenario

T Temperature

Tamb Ambient temperature (i.e. far away from fire activity)

Tconv Bulk convective gas temperature

Tleaf Leaf temperature

Tlocal Convective gas temperature near the leaf (considers volatile combustion)

Tsoot Radiation temperature of soot

Tsurr Radiation temperature of surroundings

U Wind speed local to a leaf

Ubulk Bulk wind speed

v Convective gas velocity at the leaf surface

�vU ;h Mean component of wind speed in the flame axis direction

�vz;h Mean component of buoyant velocity in the flame axis direction

V Fraction of initial mass released as volatiles

V1 Ultimate yield of volatiles as fraction of initial mass

w Leaf width

W Fraction of initial mass released as water

Xs Shrub conversion, or amount burned

Greek letter symbols

a Thermal diffusivity, or parameter in beta distribution

b Parameter in beta distribution
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DF0 Fractional change in dry mass of base case

DFF Fractional change in dry mass of new fire condition

DHcomb Heat of combustion

Dmdry;i Change in dry mass over time step Dt of component i

Dmdry Change in dry mass over time step Dt
Dmwater Mass released of water during Dt
Dx Leaf thickness

Dt Time step

Dzf ;max Maximum flame height above shrub

e Emissivity

c Specific gravity

j Flame opacity

K Experimentally determined flame merging constant

uh Physics-based scaling factor for flame height

q Density

qconv Density of convective gases

r Boltzmann constant

h Flame tilt angle (from vertical)

hT Convection coefficient correction factor for blowing

t Kinematic viscosity

Subscripts

0 Refers to an initial state, base case, or reference value

c Refers to the cross-section

dry Specifies an oven-dried quantity or a dry-matter component

f Refers to a flame

F Refers to a fire scenario case

m Indicates that flames are fully-merged

max Indicates a maximum value

w Refers to moisture (or water) component

1. Introduction

Wildland fires are part of natural ecosystems, but pose risks to life and property.
Operational fire behavior models guide fire defense measures and are also tools to
plan prescribed burns, which help manage fuel buildup and reduce risk of catas-
trophic fires. These operational models are limited by computational time, since
decisions must be made quickly by fire managers. Current operational models are
based on an semi-empirical rate of spread based on wind, slope, and moisture
content [1], which is a ratio of the source heat flux to the heat required to ignite
potential fuel. The Rothermel model has been formulated for a variety of opera-
tional models [1–8]. In contrast, simulations of wildland fires using computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) have been performed that require significant computational
time [9–12]. The computational requirement for such CFD simulations limits the
resolution of vegetation, utilizing grid cells at the ground level for landscape fires
of approximately 2 m 9 2 m 9 2 m, and may require weeks to perform the simu-
lation. Such simulations are useful for exploring effects of terrain, wind, and tur-
bulence, and have generally been applied for post-fire analysis, but use empirical
relations for burning behavior due to the spatial resolution limitations. This paper
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explores the possibility of using correlated flame behavior properties of single
leaves to calculate fire spread behavior in shrubs in a three-dimensional approach.
The method described here is an intermediate approach between the computation-
ally efficient but purely empirical Rothermel approach and the computationally
expensive and spatially-limited CFD approaches. This approach focuses on the
details of the placement of leaves and on merging of flames from neighboring
leaves.

Recent observations have emphasized the importance of convective heating (e.g.
flame-fuel overlap) in fire spread [13]. For example, flame-fuel overlap was essen-
tial to fire spread between columns of excelsior [14], including an explanation of
how fire propagates downward due to flame generated vortices [15, 16]. Ignition
zone modeling explicitly treats models of fire spread as a series of ignitions [17],
and requires flame-fuel overlap for ignition. An ignition zone modeling approach
was introduced in two dimensions by [18] to utilize experimental data on the
burning characteristics of individual leaves [18–26]. The shrub combustion model
was extended to three dimensions for a manzanita (Arctostaphylos glandulosa)
shrub [27]. Fuel combustion models for species common in the Intermountain
West were developed by Shen [28] and for 10 US species by Gallacher [29]. Igni-
tion zone models require detailed spatial distributions of fuel elements, such as
developed for manzanita and juniper shrubs by Prince et al. [30].

The ignition zone model in this paper is coupled with physics-based models to
extend the capabilities to broader conditions. For example, the combustion mea-
surements which formed a basis for the empirical fire behavior description were
taken under convection-dominated conditions (approximately 1000�C, 10 mol%
O2 post-flame gases). The physics additions permit simulations at other tempera-
tures and O2 concentrations.

This ignition-zone approach addresses the fire spread modeling weakness of
overly simplified fuel matrix descriptions discussed by Albini [31]. This is a new
approach and will need to be improved. Some of the correlations used were devel-
oped for the specific data used here for comparison; more generalized correlations
for other species and conditions will be the subject of future research. With con-
tinued development, detailed fire spread models, such as ignition-zone modeling,
could eventually benefit systems such as FARSITE [6], or landscape-scale fire
spread simulations. Ignition-zone fire modeling is particularly suited to represent-
ing fire spread in live, sparse vegetation due to its ability to represent complex fuel
arrangements.

2. Methods

Leaves constituting a modeled manzanita shrub are individually defined according
to their physical parameters (e.g. mass and dimensions) and empirically-correlated
flame characteristics (e.g. time to ignition). Flame characteristics are adjusted from
laboratory conditions to the target fire scenario using a physics-based heat trans-
fer model. Fire spread in the model is initiated with the ignition of selected leaves.
Flame shape (i.e. height, radius, downward extension and angle) and leaf burn
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status (i.e. preheating, burning, or burned out) are calculated at each time step. In
addition to scaling flame characteristics based on the specific fire spread scenario,
flame–flame interactions are modeled. The ignition zone model described here is
applied to Eastwood’s Manzanita (Arctostaphylos glandulosa). Details of the
model are described in this section.

2.1. Fuel element location models

A variety of methods have been used to place fuel elements with ignition zone
models [30, 32]. In this work, shrub photos and leaf number density were used to
guide leaf placement. Leaf coordinates in the x (horizontal direction of wind), y
(crosswind direction) and z (vertical) dimensions were randomly placed in the vol-
ume determined for the shrub foliage. An example of leaf placement is shown in
Fig. 1.

2.2. Fuel element physical parameters model

Correlations of physical properties were regressed from measurements of manzan-
ita leaves. The mean and standard deviation of those properties served as a basis
for defining model leaf parameters. Leaf dry mass (mdry) was the best indicator for
estimating other parameters. Measurements of mdry approximately followed a beta
distribution with a = 3.873, b = 9.283 and R2 = 0.93 (Eq. 1) [32]. The mdry of
each modeled leaf was randomly drawn from this distribution. The total mass m0

is determined by accounting for moisture content (MC), defined on a dry basis in
Eq. 2.

Figure 1. Sample leaf distribution based on an image of two shrubs
in a wind tunnel experiment [32]. Each rectangle is a single leaf with
a unique length, width and thickness.
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mdry ¼
xa�1ð1� xÞb�1

R 1
0 u

a�1ð1� uÞb�1du
ð1Þ

m0 ¼ mdry MC þ 1ð Þ ð2Þ

Mean values for other physical leaf dimensions (width w, thickness Dx, and length
l) were assigned using regressions to measured values for hundreds of individual
manzanita leaves (Eqs. 3, 4, and 5), as discussed by Prince [32].

w ¼ 1:318þ 2:801m0

R2 ¼ 0:61
ð3Þ

Dx ¼ 0:643þ 1:160m0 � 0:214w

R2 ¼ 0:58
ð4Þ

l ¼ 3:357þ 3:864m0 � 0:165w� 1:071Dx

R2 ¼ 0:47
ð5Þ

The standard error of each regression fit to the physical dimensions was used to
estimate the standard deviation of that parameter. Physical dimensions were then
assigned for each leaf by drawing a random value from a normal distribution
based on the mean value indicated by the regression and the standard error of its
fit. The low R2 values in these regressions reflect the inherent variability of natural
fuels, which was incorporated into the modeled shrub description. Leaf dimen-
sions in Fig. 1 were defined using this approach.

2.3. Fuel element flame behavior model

Fuel element combustion characteristics were based on single-leaf combustion
experiments performed in a flat-flame burner system [18, 20, 29, 32–34] to approx-
imate a typical wildland fire condition. Linear regression analysis of lab data [32]
related key flame characteristics (i.e., ignition time tig, maximum flame height time
th, burnout time tbo, and maximum flame height hf,max) to leaf physical character-
istics (Dx, m0, mdry and MC) and wind speed U, resulting in Eqs. 6, 7, 8, 9 [32].

tig ¼ �3:32þ 4:26MC þ 7:37Dxþ 3:69m0

R2 ¼ 0:68
ð6Þ
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th ¼ �3:32þ tig þ 8:11MC þ 11:06Dxþ 4:71m0

R2 ¼ 0:86
ð7Þ

tbo ¼ 3:77þ tig þ 12:24Dxþ 15:0m0 þ 1:307 lnðMCÞ
R2 ¼ 0:76

ð8Þ

hf ;max ¼ 8:22� 2:12U þ 26:38mdry � 2:74Dx� 8:59m0

R2 ¼ 0:77
ð9Þ

The simplified flame height history of an individual leaf is shown in Fig. 2, with
an ignition delay time, a growth to a maximum flame height (hf,max), and a
decrease to the end of flaming combustion at tbo. If a leaf is heated for the igni-
tion delay time tig, the remaining flame height profile is assumed to proceed with-
out interruption.

Effects of wind on flame structure of individual leaves was explored by Cole
et al. [35], but they found that the effects of wind on larger flames were better
described by Albini’s correlation [36]. Therefore, the modeled flame angle h was
based on Albini’s [36] Froude number correlation involving wind velocity (U) and
hf (Eq. 10). Flame angle was assigned as a leaf property, meaning that flame angle
was determined on a leaf-by-leaf basis depending on the local wind speed and the
height of the flame of the burning leaf.

Figure 2. Sample modeled flame height profile for a manzanita leaf.
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h ¼ tan�1 1:22
U 2

g � hf

� �0:5
" #

R2 ¼ 0:75

ð10Þ

These flame behavior models provide baseline values which are then subject to
revision according to the physics-based submodel and the flame–flame interactions
submodel described below.

2.4. Physics-based submodel and flame parameter scaling

The physics-based submodel scales the original, experimentally-measured (base-
line) flame parameters to other fire conditions. Flame parameter scaling using a
physics-based submodel will be presented here in two parts: (1) the physics-based
submodel; and (2) flame parameter scaling.

2.4.1. Physics-based heat transfer and mass release submodel The physics-based
heat transfer and mass release model was used to describe the laboratory case
heating conditions and the new fire spread conditions. The submodel coupled:

1. Temperature-dependent mass release;
2. A mechanistic description of heat transfer to the leaf; and
3. A leaf energy balance.

1. Temperature-dependent mass release. Mass release of the dry matter compo-
nents was calculated with a multi-component one-step devolatilization model. The
leaf mass was divided into the chemical constituents of cellulose, hemicellulose,
lignin and water. The cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin components were then
each subdivided into side chain (aliphatic hydrocarbon chains) and cluster (aro-
matic or anomeric carbon) parts, with molecular weights of each part as given by
Fletcher et al. [37]. Side chains, clusters and the coordination number (rþ 1) were
discussed for biomass in the context of the Chemical Percolation and Devolatiliza-
tion (CPD) model by Fletcher et al. [37]. The coordination number represents the
number of side chains for every cluster, and can be used to provide the number
fraction of side chains and clusters. The number fractions can be converted to
mass fractions using their associated molecular weights (see Table 1).

The Arrhenius constants determined by Fletcher et al. [37] for bridge-breaking
and gas formation were assigned as the one-step Arrhenius parameters for side
chain and cluster devolatilization, respectively, assigning side chains the more
reactive bridge-breaking parameters (see Eq. 11). Use of these parameters in a
one-step model is not consistent with their original definitions; however, they rep-
resent bond-breaking reactions, which control the devolatilization rate. Ultimate
volatiles yields are given in Table and sum to 0.85. The nonvolatile fraction was
distributed completely to the cluster portion. One-step models for each part were
calculated independently then combined.

One-step devolatilization models have the following form [38]:
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dVi
dt

¼ Ai exp
�Ei

RT

� �

V1i � Við Þ ð11Þ

where V is the fraction of initial mass released, t is time, A and E are the pre-ex-
ponential factor and activation energy, R is the gas constant, T is the absolute
temperature, the subscript i indicates which component, and the subscript ¥ iden-
tifies V as the ultimate possible value.

A diffusion-limited model was used to describe water release. A temperature-de-
pendent diffusivity was based on drying measurements of wood [39, 40]. Both
water diffusion and devolatilization depended on the leaf temperature, and leaf
temperature, in turn, depended on the remaining mass of the leaf and the heat of
vaporization of water.

A diffusion model using the diffusivity of moisture in wood was also imple-
mented. An expression for the drying diffusion coefficient of wood DS , correlated
to its swollen-wood specific gravity c and temperature, is given in Eq. 12 [39, 40].
An adjustment was made to the second coefficient while a specific gravity of 0.9
was used.

DS ¼ exp 3:746� 92:2c� 4317

T=K

� �
cm2

s
ð12Þ

The molar flow rate of water nw from the leaf was treated as steady-state one-di-
mensional diffusion, with calculations updated at every time step (Eq. 13).

nw ¼ DSAc
cw1

� cw2

z2 � z1

� �

ð13Þ

where Ac is the cross-sectional leaf area, c is the concentration, w indicates water
vapor, and the subscripts 1 and 2 respectively refer to an interior location of the
leaf and the surface of the leaf. Since some moisture diffuses from the center of
the leaf and some moisture only diffuses from near the surface, an average interior

Table 1
Multicomponent One-Step Devolatilization Parameters

Component
Lignin Hemicellulose Cellulose

Part Cluster Side chain Cluster Side chain Cluster Side chain

mi/mdry 0.35 0.32 0.33

mi/mdry 0.21 0.14 0.17 0.15 0.18 0.15

V¥ 0.78 0.78 1.0

V¥ 0.639 1.0 0.585 1.0 1.0 1.0

A (s-1) 2.391019 791016 391013 591019 391015 291016

E/R (K) 34,747 27,898 19,237 25,934 30,819 27,898

mi = mass of component or part, mdry = mass of dry matter
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location of one quarter of the total thickness of the leaf was chosen so that z2 � z1
would be the average distance traveled by moisture exiting the leaf. Interior water
concentration was based on the vapor pressure of water at the local leaf tempera-
ture, and water concentration at the surface boundary was assumed to be zero. A
generic two-sided leaf area of 12 cm2 was used for Ac in every diffusion calcula-
tion.

The molar flow rate nw was converted to the time derivative of the water release
fraction W. This was done by converting concentrations to mass densities and
dividing by the initial water mass of the leaf to give Eq. 14.

@W
@t

¼ DS
Ac

m0;w

qw1
� qw2

z2 � z1

� �

ð14Þ

The letter q is mass density and m0;w is the initial mass of water in the leaf.
Higher temperatures accelerated moisture release due to increased water vapor
pressure.

2. Mechanistic description of heat transfer to the leaf. Convection and radiation
heat transfer was modeled to the leaf. The value of Tconv was set to 1000�C for
the laboratory condition and estimated for the fire spread condition, since the fuel
element combustion experiments were performed at 1000�C. The local tempera-
ture in the immediate vicinity of a burning leaf Tlocal may be higher than Tconv

during pyrolysis and combustion. The local increase in temperature was estimated
from the heat of combustion DHcomb of the devolatilized dry mass divided by the
heat capacity of the gases estimated to be passing near the leaf (Eq. 15).

Tlocal ¼ Tconv þ
DHcomb

P6
i¼1 Dmdry;i

qconvcp;gasvAc;localDt
ð15Þ

The variable Dmdry is the change in dry mass, the subscript i specifies the dry mat-

ter fraction (of which there were six), and Dt is the time step (set to 0.005 s). The
six dry matter fractions included one sidechain and one cluster partition for each
of the three major components: cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin [32].The gas
velocity v at the leaf was estimated as 1.2 m s-1 for the laboratory case, which is
twice the post-flame gas velocity at the burner surface. This velocity was used to
account for buoyant acceleration due to the flame of the leaf and the post-flame
gases. For the fire spread case, v was calculated as the sum of the contributions
due to wind �vU ;h and buoyancy �vz;h (see Eqs. 16 and 17). The heat output from

the flame of the burning leaf was distributed in the model to a horizontal cross-
sectional area Ac,local of 36 cm2 to approximate the temperature rise of the sur-
rounding gas. A value of 36 cm2 is similar to the flame cross section of a burning
manzanita leaf. The volume of flame-heated gas was thus equal to vAc,localDt. The
gas density qconv was determined from the molecular weight of air (28.97 g mol-1)
and the ideal gas law at 1 atm and Tconv. The heat capacity of the passing gases
cp,gas was set to 1.2 J g-1 K-1 (air, 1100 to 1600 K [41]). The value of DHcomb of
pyrolysis gases was set to 20 kJ g-1 [42]. Temperature-dependent mass release
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over each time step (
P

i=1
6 Dmdry,i) was determined from the multi-component

devolatilization model.
The component of wind speed in the flame axis direction �vU ;h for the fire spread

case was calculated by projecting the average local wind velocity onto the flame
axis (Eq. 16), where hi is the flame tilt angle (from vertical) of flame i and N is the
number of flames.

�vU ;h ¼
Pnfuels

i¼1 Ui

nfuels
sin

PN
i¼1 hi
N

�
�
�
�
�

�
�
�
�
�

 !

ð16Þ

The value of hi was calculated with the Froude number correlation based on the
hf,group, which is the collective flame height of a merged group of leaves. The
determination of hf,group is discussed later. Unless fire conditions were altered mid-
burn, the value of �vU ;h was only determined before a simulation was initialized.

Therefore, hf,group was initialized to the height of the shrub before finding the ini-
tial value of h for all leaves.

Flame buoyancy generates vertical gas velocity, which was taken and correlated
at the centerline as a function of height by McCaffrey [43]. McCaffrey’s relation
was rearranged and adapted to parameters available in this model. Specifically,
the centerline velocity was determined at a height of the maximum of: (1) the
maximum hf of all individual flames; and (2) 30% of the mean hf,group of all
flames. The average vertical velocity of the buoyant plume was approximated by
dividing the centerline velocity by two. The vertical velocity was then projected
onto the flame axis to give the buoyant velocity component in the flame direction
�vz;h (Eq. 17).

�vz;h ¼ cos

PN
i¼1 hi
N

�
�
�
�
�

�
�
�
�
�

 !
0:9

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2gTconvmax max hfð Þ;0:3

PN

i¼1
hf;group;i

N

� �

Tamb

vu
u
t

2
ð17Þ

The heat transferred to the leaf by convection qconv was first determined without
correcting for blowing (i.e. high rates of mass transfer):

qconv ¼ �hLAface Tlocal � Tleaf
� �

ð18Þ

where Aface was the two-sided surface area of the leaf calculated as an ellipse with
major and minor axes. The mean length and width of the modeled leaves were
supplied as the major and minor axes. The leaf was considered to be isothermal at
temperature Tleaf.

The uncorrected average heat convection coefficient �hL was calculated for the
average conditions over the entire leaf using a Nusselt number correlation [41] for
flat plate geometry under laminar flow conditions and Prandtl numbers Pr greater
than 0.6 (Eq. 19). It is recognized that the flow may not be parallel to the leaf,
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and future work may need to account for different leaf orientations with respect
to the local wind velocity.

NuL ¼
def �hLL=k ¼ 0:664Re1=2L Pr1=3 ð19Þ

The Nusselt number averaged for the length of the leaf NuL was determined for an
average leaf boundary layer development length of: L ¼ 2l=p, where l is the length
of the leaf at its maximum. Gas phase properties of conductivity k, and kinematic
viscosity t and Prandtl numbers were determined at 750 K, which was estimated
to be a typical film temperature. The Reynolds number was defined as:

ReL ¼ LV =t. In order to better fit measured results, the final calculated value of �hL
was scaled by a factor of 1.5. The need for this factor may result from the
exothermic process of char oxidation or from flow irregularities or turbulence
which were not modeled.

The convection coefficient �hL was corrected by the blowing factor hT for high
rates of mass transfer [44] (Eq. 20).

hT ¼ ln 1þ RTð Þ
RT

ð20Þ

The thermal flux ratio RT in Eq. 20 is defined in Eq. 21:

RT ¼
Dmwatercp;water þ

P
i Dmdry;i
� �

cp;dry
� 	

Tlocal � Tleaf
� �

qconvDt
ð21Þ

where Dm was mass released and water and dry mass are designated by subscripts.
Values of 2.5 and 4.2 J g-1 K-1 were respectively used for cp;dry and cp;water. Water

release was determined by the diffusion model described in Eqs. 12 to 14.
An empirical expression was created to estimate flame opacity j for radiation of

the flame back to the leaf based on the amount of dry mass release (Eq. 22),
where g is grams, s is seconds and c1 is a coefficient set to 0.5 s g-1.

j ¼ min
c1
P

i Dmdry;i

Dt
; 1


 �

ð22Þ

The calculated j was then used to balance radiation from the soot in the flame
and radiation from the remaining surroundings (Eq. 23).

qrad ¼ reAface j T 4
soot � T 4

leaf

� 
þ 1� jð Þ T 4

surr � T 4
leaf

� h i
ð23Þ

A leaf emissivity e of 0.98 was chosen [45], and r is the Stefan-Boltzmann con-
stant. A value of 1500 K was chosen for Tsoot. Higher values of Tsoot were avoided
due to numerical instability. The non-flame surroundings temperature for radia-
tion (Tsurr) was set to 525 K for the laboratory case and 300 K for fire spread
scenarios. In the single leaf laboratory case, the elevated temperature represents
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the temperature of the glass duct surrounding the burner used in later experi-
ments.

The cooling due to water evaporation was based on the heat of vaporization of
water DHvap at 470 K (1951 J g-1) (Eq. 24).

qevap ¼ �Dmwater
DHvap

Dt
ð24Þ

3. Leaf energy balance. The leaf temperature T iþ1
leaf was determined from the previ-

ous leaf temperature T i
leaf using the leaf energy balance:

T iþ1
leaf ¼ T i

leaf þ
hT qconv þ qrad þ qevapP

i mdry;i
� �

cp;dry þ mwatercp;water
Dt ð25Þ

where mdry;i is the dry mass remaining in the leaf of each dry component i and
mwater is the mass of water remaining in the leaf. Tleaf was initialized to 300 K.
The final implementation of Eqs. 15 to 25 resulted in a model coupling the tran-
sient heating of a leaf by convection and radiation, and the mass release of its
components.

2.4.2. Flame parameter scaling The physics-based submodel was run for the labo-
ratory case and the targeted fire spread conditions in order to scale flame parame-
ters (see Eqs. 6, 7, 8, 9) to the targeted fire spread conditions. Flame parameters
were scaled based on the duration and amount of mass release. The end of mass
release tend was considered to occur when at least 25% of each of the six dry com-
ponents was released and the total rate of dry matter release was less than 2% of
the starting dry mass per second. If these criteria were not met within 50 s, tend
was set to 50 s. The ratio of tend for the laboratory case (subscript 0) and new case
(subscript F) were then used to scale tig, th, and tbo to the fire spread conditions:

tx;F ¼ tx;0
tend;F
tend;0

ð26Þ

where the subscript x refers to any of the flame times. The criteria for tend were
selected to approximate time at burn out. The fraction tend;F =tend;0 is the physics-

based scaling factor of flame time.
The flame height was scaled similarly. Flame heights are considered to scale by

the two-fifths power of the heat release [46, 47]. Heat release is proportional to
the total mass release (excluding water), which is inversely related to the time over
which mass is released. Therefore, hf,max was scaled by the physics-based scaling
factor uh (Eqs. 27, 28):

hf ;max;F ¼ uhhf ;max;0 ð27Þ
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uh ¼
tbo;0 � tig;0
tbo;F � tig;F

� �
DFF
DF0

� �� �2=5
ð28Þ

DFF is the fractional change in dry mass at the new fire condition and DF0 is the
fractional change in dry mass at the laboratory condition.

This approach for scaling flame parameters using scaling factors determined
with the physics-based submodel compliments the existing model framework while
providing model responsiveness to a broad range of fire scenarios. Furthermore,
because this approach scales experimental correlations rather than directly calcu-
lating flame behavior, the effect of imprecisely estimated values in the physics-
based submodel are reduced. The physics-based scaling can be recalculated after
changes in fire conditions such as a change in Ubulk.

2.5. Flame-flame interactions model and flame geometry

A flame–flame interaction submodel was first developed from the experimental
measurements of Weng et al. [48] for 2-D grids of square porous burners, result-
ing in Eq. 29 for merged flame height:

Lf
Lm

¼
2
ffiffiffiffi
N

p ffiffiffiffi
N

p
� 1

� �
S2 þ KD2

K 2
ffiffiffiffi
N

p ffiffiffiffi
N

p
� 1

� �
S2 þ D2

� �

 !B

ð29Þ

This equation describes the effect of burner gap S and burner side length D,
where Lf is the flame length at S, Lm is the fully-merged flame length (at S = 0),
and N is the number of fire sources located in a square configuration. The terms
and B were determined from experimental data. However, Eq. 29 seemed limited
in scope and did not give good results when applied to the laboratory data used
in this paper. Other investigators have developed flame merging correlations from
pool fires where the burning rate varies (e.g., Liu et al. [49]). The effect of time-de-
pendent burning rate on flame merging was not considered in this version of the
shrub combustion model.

In this work, the experimental measurements of Weng et al. [48] were used as a
primary resource for developing a new and more versatile flame merging equation.
An equation was needed for use in flame merging in burning shrubs, which could
account for vertical separation, horizontal separation, non-uniform flame heights,
non-uniform flame diameters, and arbitrary arrangements of fuel sources. While
the new equations were developed to fit the flame merging measurements of Weng
et al. [48], the final selection of coefficients was made with a focus on shrub-scale
fire behavior rather than Weng’s original flame merging measurements.

Equation 30 is proposed to account for the incremental effect of additional
flames on the flame height of an array of fully merging flames, where the ratio of
Lm to the solitary flame length L1 is related to N.
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Lm
L1

� �

N2

� Lm
L1

� �

N1

¼ c1 ln
N2

N1

� �

ð30Þ

The term N1 indicates the number of burners in a first array of burners and N2

refers to the number of burners in a second array of burners, as in Weng’s experi-
ment [48]. For 1 and 0.5 kW flame sources flame merging measurements were fit
when c1 was 0.304 and 0.112, respectively [48].

While Eq. 30 applies to fully merged flame sources in a horizontal array, sepa-
ration of flame sources in shrub fuel matrices occurs both horizontally and verti-
cally. An equation was developed to describe the separation of flames in a 3-D
array, normalized by the relevant flame dimension. Horizontal separation was
normalized by the radii (rf ;i þ rf ;j) of leaves i and j. Vertical separation of burning

leaves i and j was normalized by the flame length (Lf ;j) of leaf j. The value of Lf ;j
was used in Eq. 31 before being calculated in Eq. 32. Therefore the value at the
previous time step was used, except when the current h1;j was greater. Normalized

3-D separation distance �Si;j is given in Eq. 31, where z is vertical leaf position. The
first term in Eq. 31 inside the square root is the normalized horizontal separation,
and the second term normalizes the vertical separation.

Ŝi;j ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Si;j

rf ;i þ rf ;j

� �2

þ zi � zj
Lf ;j

� �2
s

ð31Þ

The value of Lf ;i was then found for each burning leaf in Eq. 32 using Eq. 31 for

Ŝi;j. Note that the numerator in the summation term is equivalent to Eq. 30,

Lf ;i
L1;i

¼ hf ;i
h1;i

¼ v
v0

� �c3XN�

j¼2

c1 ln
j

j�1

� 

1þ c2Ŝi;j

0

@

1

Aþ 1 ð32Þ

where the gas velocity parallel to the flame axis v stretches the flames and v0 is a

reference value of 1.6 m s-1. Ŝi;j was ordered from smallest to largest value

(Ŝi;j�1 � Ŝi;j), and N* is the number of flames j for which a merging criterion was

met. The coefficient c1 was set to 0.7, c2 was set to 1, and c3 was set to 2.4. The

sorted values of Ŝi;j did not exclude comparison of leaf i with itself. However, it

was always first in the sorted list and was excluded from flame merging calcula-
tions by summing leaves in Eq. 32 beginning with j ¼ 2.

A merging criterion was developed which was informed by the relationship
between dimensionless separation distance and merged flame height for 2 9 2 and
4 9 4 square arrays of burners. For the 2 9 2 array, no significant change in
merging occurred after a normalized separation distance of one and for the 4 9 4

array the critical distance was two. Therefore, Eq. 33 was used to relate N and Ŝi;j
to the number of flames N* which were merged to the flame of leaf i. This equa-
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tion means that the maximum index j is selected with the constraint that

Ŝi;j < N1=2=2.

N� ¼ max jð ÞjŜi;j <N 1=2=2
n o

ð33Þ

In single leaf burn experiments, flame height and flame width were observed to
increase as the rate of mass release increased, and to decrease as the rate of mass
release slowed. This was previously interpreted by setting flame width to increase
with flame height, regardless of the cause of the increased flame height. However,
the physical cause of the change in flame height may impact how the flame radius
rf changes. It was postulated that rf scaled proportionally to changes in flame
height related to the rate of mass release, since the volatiles are released in all
directions, but that rf was inversely correlated to increases in flame height due to
flame merging or flame velocity. These hypotheses were used to develop Eq. 34
for radial extension of the flame from the center of the leaf, with coefficients
c4 = 2.1 and c5 = 0.32 yielding relatively favorable fire spread simulations.

rf ¼ h1=c4
hf
h1

� c5 ð34Þ

The solitary flame height h1 was related to the mass release and hf =h1 corre-
sponded to flame height stretching caused by flame merging and fluid velocity.
Downward flame extension df was assumed to also follow Eq. 34, and coefficients
of c4 = 2.1 and c5 = 0.25 were found to support reasonable shrub scale fire
spread simulations. Values of rf and df have a strong influence on fire spread rate
and extent of flame propagation, as observed during model development.

Flames which met the merging criterion were associated into flame groups. For
each group, the flame height hf,group was determined as the height difference from
the leaf burning at the lowest elevation to the highest flame top. The Froude num-
ber correlation used hf,group and U to determine a single preliminary flame angle
for all flames in the group (Eq. 10). The hf,group of flames which were not near
enough to other flames to meet the merging criterion retained their individually-
determined height. Final values for hf,group were determined by bringing the tops
of grouped flames each half way from their original x location to the average x
location of the group. Pulling flame tops closer together reduces the rate and
extent of fire spread.

Flame-fuel overlap was determined by first identifying the minimum and maxi-
mum x, y and z coordinates occupied by the flame of each leaf. The maxima and
minima defined a rectangular prism which circumscribed the cylindrical flame vol-
ume and included all leaves potentially overlapped by the flame. Any potentially
overlapped leaves within rf of the flame axis were considered heated by flame
overlap. Leaves within a rectangular prism but not overlapped convectively by a
flame were considered to preheat by radiation if the overlapping flame was a
member of a flame group. Radiant heating was set to 1/20th the rate of heating
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by flame-fuel overlap. Due to the limited development of this method, the effect of
radiant heating was restricted for these small-scale flames. Pseudo-radiant heating
was allowed to slowly bring fuels to the point of ignition, but ultimately flame-
fuel overlap was required for ignition.

2.6. Other modeling details

Flame shapes were simulated as cylinders, although they were rendered as rectan-
gular prisms in model visualizations. Flame intermittency was modeled by multi-
plying the scaled but pre-merged flame height h1 of each burning leaf by a
random number between 0.6 and 1.4. A time step of 0.2 s was used in model cal-
culations. Leaf heating state was held constant if a leaf lost contact with other
flames during preheating.

2.7. Model summary

A flow chart summarizing the steps in this shrub combustion model is shown in
Fig. 3. The actual simulation of burning as a function of time is shown by the
recycle arrow. The entire code runs in Matlab in approximately 2 min on a per-
sonal computer, depending on the number of fuel elements.

2.8. Wind tunnel experiments

Manzanita branches with attached foliage were burned in the wind tunnel at the
fire laboratory of the USDA Forest Service PSW Research Station facility in
Riverside, CA. The wind tunnel is open-roofed and the doors on one side were
left open to facilitate measurements with an infrared camera. The tunnel is housed
in a well-ventilated burn building which was neither temperature nor humidity
controlled. Additional details for these experiments can be found in Prince [32],
and the facility was also described by Lozano et al. [50].

Small manzanita shrubs were formed by setting vertically-oriented branches in a
wire mesh which was centered on the load cell of the wind tunnel. Dry excelsior
(shredded Populus tremuloides wood) was placed on top of the wire mesh just
upwind of the branches and served as a starter fuel (see Fig. 4). Four burn experi-
ments were performed on manzanita shrubs. The first experiment was performed
in the absence of wind and the flame extinguished before much of the shrub
burned. The second experiment was performed on the mostly intact shrub remain-
ing from the first burn. New shrubs were assembled for Runs 3 and 4. Images at
ignition of all four runs are shown in Fig. 4.

Experimental conditions and measurements for the wind tunnel burns are
described in Table 2. These fire spread experiments were used for model tuning
and comparison. The span of the shrub in each dimension was measured prior to
burning. Dimensions are defined such that x is in the wind direction, y is in the
cross-wind direction, and z points up from the wind tunnel floor. Wind speed U
describes the air velocity entering the open-roofed section of the wind tunnel. The
fraction of each shrub burned Xs was determined visually from video images of
the burn experiments. The maximum vertical flame extension above the top of the
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shrub Dzf,max was likewise determined from image analysis, as was total burn time
tburn.

2.9. Wind tunnel simulations

The shrub fire spread model was used to simulate each set of wind tunnel runs
described in Table 2. Thirty simulations at each condition were performed using
slightly different leaf placement in each run. The calculated flame height above the
shrub Dzf,max, burn fraction Xs, and burn time tburn were compared with the mea-
sured values.

Determine distribu�on
of leaf mass & dimensions

Fuel element placement
inside shrub boundary

Assign wind speed and
moisture content

Assign combus�on characteris�cs
to each fuel element

Ignite one or more 
fuel elements

Allow propaga�on of flame
from one fuel element to 

neighboring fuel element(s)

Merge overlapping flames
and group merged flames

Burnout achieved

Increment
�me and update
individual flame 

heights, etc.

Figure 3. Flow chart of shrub combustion model steps.
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Values of Tconv were set to 810, 830, 840 and 830�C for Runs 1 through 4,
respectively. These temperatures were selected to tune the rate of fire spread, but
also correspond to the wind speeds of the runs, which in run order were 0, 0.45,

Figure 4. Shrubs just after excelsior ignition but before starting the
fan for Riverside 2009 manzanita Runs 1 (top left), 2 (top right),
3 (bottom left), and 4 (bottom right). The striped stick at the left of
each image marks 25 cm intervals. Viewed through open doors.

Table 2
Summary of Wind Tunnel Fire Spread Data for Manzanita Shrubs

Run

Dimensions

x, y, z (cm)

mshrub

(g) nL

MC

(%) U (m/s)

Temp

(�C)
Relative

humidity (%) Xs Dzf,max (cm) tburn (s)

1 66, 50, 65 780 2348 20 0 10 74 0.12 11 79

2 66, 50, 65 �780* 1996 20 0.45/0 10 74 0.75 35 168

3 57, 52, 81 697 2098 20 1.08 10 74 0.77 41 75

4 70, 65, 81 1111 3239 27 0.69 10 74 0.87 42 163

*Same shrub as weighed for Run 1, but with a small portion of the leaves already burned
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1.08 and 0.69 m/s. It is recommended that a method be incorporated to predict
this temperature in future versions of this model.

To simulate extended heating provided by the excelsior ignition bed an ignition
region was defined from the bottom right corner to a top bound (z-dimension)
and left bound (x-dimension), creating a rectangular ignition area which spanned
the entire y-dimension (see Fig. 5; Table 3). In Runs 1 and 2, a y–z ignition plane
was advanced across a portion of the x-axis, igniting all leaves in its path. Begin-
ning at x = 0, the ignition plane advanced 0.1 m in 20 s in Run 1, and 0.18 m in
30 s in Run 2. In wind tunnel Run 2, the fan stopped at 141 s. This was modeled
by changing Ubulk in Run 2 to 0 m/s at 141 s and updating flame parameters and
physics-based scaling factors. In Runs 3 and 4, the ignition zones were held at the
locations described in Table 3. Shrubs were simulated with half the y dimension
and consequently half the number of leaves to reduce computational time. Actual
shrub dimensions and leaf numbers (before reducing in half) were listed in
Table 2.

Criteria were developed to measure the behavior of the fire spread model and to
compare it to shrub-scale burn experiments performed in a wind tunnel. The crite-
ria used to determine values for the model and for wind tunnel experiments are

Figure 5. Ignition volume defined by left and top bounds. The igni-
tion volume spans the entire y-dimension.

Table 3
Boundaries for Modeled Ignition Zone Representing the Excelsior
Flame

Run Left bound (%) Top bound (%)

1 6 100

2 8 100

3 35 19

4 35 24
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given in Table 4 (also see Fig. 6). The response of Xs, Dzf,max, and tburn were
determined numerically. The burn path was determined through image analysis of
video images and model results. The time of first flame arrival to any pixel on the
x–z projection of the shrub was recorded. The flame arrival times associated with
each pixel in the shrub area were then used to create a burn path by mapping
times to colors.

Table 4
Criteria for Fire Spread Evaluation

Measurement

Criteria

Fire spread model Wind tunnel experiment

Xs Count of burned leaves Visual inspection

Dzf,max (see Fig. 4) Model output (exact) From video images, excluding

flames from excelsior

tburn Ignition of the first leaf

to extinction of the last

First leaf to reach 280�C (and contribute

to the ignition of other leaves)

to extinction of last flame

(including branches)

Burn path Time of flame arrival at

shrub locations from video images

Time of flame arrival at shrub locations

from model images

Figure 6. Illustration of Dzf,max for experiments (left) and the model
(right). The shrub area is highlighted with a box in both cases and the
flame height is indicated. The largest value of Dzf for each simulation
or experiment was reported as Dzf,max.
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3. Results and discussion

The physics-based model scaled the flame behavior according to the factors incor-
porated above, including bulk convection temperature, radiation temperature and
convective gas velocity. This scaling behavior modifies the empirical correlations
which form the basis of the shrub model. Both the scaling behavior and complete
model results for wind tunnel burns are presented.

3.1. Physics-based submodel for scaling flame parameters

The heating conditions of a fuel element depend on bulk convection temperature,
radiation temperature, and convective gas velocity. The sensitivity of the physics-
based submodel was demonstrated for a manzanita leaf (0.13 g, 3 cm by 2 cm by
0.3 mm, 50% MC) with empirical flame parameters of tig = 3.2 s, th = 10.4,
tbo = 15.1 s, and hf,max = 0.086 m. The variables Tconv and U were varied inde-
pendently with respective hold values of 1000�C and 0 m/s. Time and flame height
scaling factors (see Eqs. 26, 27) are shown in response to Tconv (Fig. 7). Note that
the flame height scaling was 1.0 at 1000�C because that was the temperature of
the experiments. Time scaling was reduced (i.e. the leaf burned faster) at higher
temperatures, while at low temperatures the 50 s cap on tend limited the time scal-
ing. With the time cap in force, flame height scaling increased slightly with tem-
perature because higher temperature resulted in greater mass release. At higher
temperatures, flame height increased with temperature primarily because the mass
was released in less time.

Wind speed affected scaling factors through its influence on the convective gas
velocity (Eq. 16). As U increased, convective heat transfer increased, the tempera-

Figure 7. Sensitivity of scaling factors for flame parameters to Tconv.
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ture rose more quickly, and less time was required to burn the leaf out (see
Fig. 8). The scaling factors do not meet at 1 as U approaches zero because the
laboratory case and the fire spread case have different values for both vertical
flame height and Tsurr in this comparison.

Developing the ability to respond appropriately to the heat transfer conditions
of the fire spread scenario of interest is essential to achieving accurate results for
broader fire spread conditions. The implementation of the physics-based scaling
was crucial to broadening the applicability of this model.

3.2. Comparison of shrub fire spread model with wind tunnel experiments

The set of wind tunnel fire spread measurements described in Table were previ-
ously modeled without the aid of the physics-based submodel as documented in
Prince [32] but the model results and trends did not satisfactorily agree with the
fire behavior measurements. Specifically, the flame height above the shrub Dzf,max

was underestimated by the model and trended down with wind speed rather than
up as was observed in the experiments. Furthermore, the burn times measured in
the wind tunnel were not well described by the first-generation model. Leaf place-
ment and leaf physical parameters were randomized for each simulation within the
boundaries defined by shrub images for each experiment. Flame paths were also
compared between a single simulation of each burn and the wind tunnel measure-
ments. Completing 30 simulations along with generating appropriate images
required less than one hour on a personal computer.

Model predictions and wind tunnel measurements were compared in terms of
Dzf,max, Xs, tburn and flame path. The predicted Dzf,max values (Fig. 9) had a simi-
lar magnitude to the measurements, which was a major improvement over the
results from the first generation model (not shown). For example, the measured

Figure 8. Sensitivity of scaling factors for flame parameters to U.
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wind tunnel and median modeled values of Dzf,max both increased with run num-
ber, whereas the opposite trend was seen in the first-generation bush model [32].
Physics-based scaling and improved flame–flame interaction modeling (Eq. 32)
resulted in this improved modeling agreement.

Predictions of the fraction of shrub consumed Xs (see Fig. 10) were within the
measured range of the 30 simulations for Runs 1 to 3. Simulations of Run 4

Figure 9. Model simulations of Dzf,max (box plots of minimum, first
quartile, median, third quartile and maximum) compared with wind
tunnel measurements (dots).

Figure 10. Model simulations of Xs (box plots of minimum, first
quartile, median, third quartile and maximum) compared with wind
tunnel measurements (dots).
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repeatedly underestimated the extent of burning. Natural variation in leaf place-
ment and property assignment resulted in remarkable differences in Xs, emphasiz-
ing the influence of individual leaf placement at these conditions and scale. Some
of the discrepancy between modeled and measured fire behavior is unavoidable
without more extensive fluid flow and ignition models, the former of which could
dramatically increase computational costs if treated rigorously.

Predicted burn times tburn by the model are shown in Fig. 11 and agreed quite
well with the measured values. Physics-based scaling of flame times was an impor-
tant factor for achieving agreement between the model and measurements. A
small number of the burn simulations were prolonged due to fire spread doubling
back on fuel left unburned by the initial fire front. These lingering flames would
typically skip from leaf to leaf while only burning a few leaves at a time, which is
why the predicted maximum burn times indicated by the vertical lines were so
long.

Measured and modeled flame paths were also compared in order to benchmark
model behavior. From the 30 simulations for each run, six were randomly recor-
ded with the complete data required for a flame path map. The best simulation of
these six for each run was rendered as a flame path map. A similar burn path
analysis was performed on the videos of the flames from the wind tunnel experi-
ments. The comparisons of flame path are shown in Figs. 12, 13, 14, 15. More
details on the wind tunnel fire behavior can be found in Prince [32].

For Run 1, the flame paths measured in the wind tunnel and simulated by the
model were very similar (Fig. 12). Neither the measured nor simulated flame paths
extended significantly beyond the area burned during shrub ignition by the excel-
sior flame. The flame paths were nearly identical in timing and extent of burning.

Figure 11. Model simulations of burn time (box plots of minimum,
first quartile, median, third quartile and maximum) compared with
wind tunnel measurements (dots).
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The measured and simulated flame paths of Run 2 were also very similar in
timing and extent of burning (Fig. 13). In both cases, the change of wind speed at
141 s almost immediately resulted in the end of fire spread. The modeled and
measured fire behavior of Runs 1 and 2 indicate that a wind speed as low as
0.45 m/s sustained fire spread that otherwise extinguished in still air under these
laboratory conditions.

The wind tunnel burn behaviors of Runs 3 (Fig. 13) and 4 (Fig. 15) were influ-
enced by complicated fluid flow patterns due to the higher wind speeds. Despite
aspects of complex fluid flow which were not modeled, the simulations of Runs 3
and 4 displayed similar levels of flame spread pattern to that observed experimen-
tally. The same parts of the shrubs also remained untouched by the flames. How-
ever, while the simulation and wind tunnel results for Run 3 both showed some

Figure 12. Measured flame path for Run 1 (left) and a model simula-
tion (right) viewed from the side. Time is represented by color shad-
ing. White contours mark 15 s intervals. The dark patterned area is
unburned vegetation while the light patterned area was void.

Figure 13. Measured flame path for Run 2 (left) and a model simula-
tion (right) viewed from the side. See figure caption to Fig. 12.
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backing fire spread, the simulated backing fire extinguished much more quickly
than that observed experimentally. The measured flame path map of Run 4 was
dominated by an early flame which skirted around the near side of the shrub. The

Figure 14. Measured flame path for Run 3 (left) and a model simula-
tion (right) viewed from the side. See figure caption to Fig. 12.

Figure 15. Measured flame path for Run 4 (left) and a model simula-
tion (right) viewed from the side. See figure caption to Fig. 12.
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simulated flame path showed a similar amount and duration of backing fire
spread as the measured flame path for Run 4. Although the measured flame map
was much more complex than the simulated flame map for Run 4, the overall fire
progression pattern was quite similar.

4. Conclusions

An ignition zone model developed previously for live 3-D shrubs was improved by
the addition of physics-based scaling parameters for temperature and wind. This
model takes burn data on flame height and flame duration from individual leaf
experiments at 1000�C, along with a fuel placement algorithm, to describe com-
bustion behavior of shrubs with the same type of leaves. An improved flame
merging algorithm was developed based on a published 2-D algorithm. Thirty
simulations, each with slightly different randomized leaf placement, were per-
formed for each of four wind tunnel experiments that burned freshly-cut manzan-
ita shrubs with different wind speeds. Distributions of leaf mass, size, and other
parameters were taken from lab experiments. Predictions from the ignition zone
model seemed to agree reasonably with measured flame height, extent of burning,
burn time, and time-dependent burn path for the four wind tunnel experiments.

These modeling results were achieved through careful selection of certain model
parameters, especially flame radius and downward flame extension parameters,
ignition region parameters, and Tconv. While the comparisons to wind tunnel
burns do not constitute a validation of the model, they do demonstrate the poten-
tial to provide reasonably representative fire simulations using this ignition zone
model with physics-based enhancements. This type of model may become a useful
alternative to the empirical Rothermel approach and the computational expensive
CFD approach to describing landscape-scale fires. Further improvement to this
ignition zone model approach could be made in a variety of areas, including more
realistic geometric representation of leaf placement, flame merging of vertically-
distributed flame sources, application of improved physics-based models of heat
transfer and turbulence, extension to additional plant species, and eventual appli-
cation to the landscape scale.
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